Rail-Volution
The Art of Transit
Respecting Artists as Artists
Outreach to Artists

Artists workshops

Learn about upcoming transportation related public art opportunities and how artists can apply.

Opportunities include five new stations for the new Metro Orange Line Extension from Canoga to Chatsworth. Workshops are free and open to all.

For more information about Metro or to join the artist mailing list, call 213.928.2000 or visit metro.net/art.
Community Profiles

Metro Orange Line Extension
Community Profile
South End Segment

Prepared by members of the Art Advisory Group
Metro Art Program

PART III: MELTDOWN MYSTERY ROCKETDYNE LEAK NEARLY 50 YEARS LATER QUESTIONS REMAIN OVER JUST HOW BIG ACCIDENT WAS.
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Nearly a half-century after the meltdown of a nuclear reactor at the Santa Susana Field Laboratories, serious questions remain about the scope of the accident and its impact on the region.
Elements of Variability
Construction Mitigation
Through the Eyes of Artists
Through the Eyes of Artists

East L.A.

Through the eyes of artist Artemio Rodríguez

Rodríguez illustrates how East Los Angeles cemeteries honor its diverse history and reflect the community’s sense of family and soul.

Visit metro.net and Go Metro to East L.A.
Extended Neighborhood Engagement
Free Docent Guided Tours
Free Docent Guided Tours
Translations

artists of the metro orange line

Lisa Adams
Randall Bova
Carly Oake
Roy Dowell
Sam Eisenberg
Annie Marie Keates
Jud Frey
Ken Gonzales-Day
Phung Huynh
Margaret Lazzari
Laura London
Daniel Merles
Michele Martinez
John O'Brien
Renee Petropoulos
Rosem Rockwell
John Rabolt
Pat Warner
Translations
Translations
Translations